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Abstract
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are high performance co-processors originally intended to
improve the use and quality of computer graphics applications. Once, researchers and practitioners
noticed the potential of using GPU for general purposes, GPUs applications have been extended
from graphics applications to other fields. The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the impact
of using GPU in solution of the transient diffusion type equation by parallel and stable group explicit
finite difference method and encourage the researchers in this field to immigrate from implementing
their algorithms in CPU to the GPU emerging world. For comparing them, we implemented the
method in both GPU and CPU (multi-core) programming context. Moreover, we proposed an op-
timal synchronization arrangement for the implementation pseudo-code. Also, the interrelation of
GPU parallel programming and initializing the algorithm variables were discussed, taking advantage
of numerical experiences. The GPU-approach results are faster than those obtained from a much
expensive parallel 8-thread CPU-based programming. The GPU used in this paper, is an ordinary
old laptop GPU (GT 335M, launched at 2010) and is accessible for everyone and the newer gener-
ations of GPU (as discussed in paper) have even more performance priority over the similar-price
GPUs. Then, the results are expected to encourage the entire research society to take advantage of
GPUs and improve the time efficiency of their studies.
Keywords: Graphical processing unit(GPU), Heat transfer equation, Finite difference method,
Parallelization.
AMS subject classification: 65M10, 65Y05.
1 Introduction
1.1 Graphics processing unit
To attain a high-level graphical quality with adequate performance, computer graphical applications
needed to a very fast computation of large amounts of data. For this sake, some dedicated high-
performance multi-processors, named Graphics Processing Units (GPU) were widely utilized. A GPU
is a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), parallel architecture, in which one instruction can be
performed with multiple data in a pipeline, simultaneously[1]. As scientists and engineers faced with
such high computing potential in GPUs, they started to use it for general purposeful projects[2, 3]. Not
only for their great speed up, but also for their low cost platform, developing GPU-based applications,
in several cases, were preferred to the CPU-based applications.
Gradually, programmable GPUs became processors with several cores and threads, excellent computa-
tional speed and high-level memory bandwidth. Therefore, aggregation of features like general purpose
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super computability, high parallelism, very high memory bandwidth, low cost and compact size, con-
verted a GPU-equipped Laptop to a successful substitute for even a massive parallelism CPU-based
system[4]. CUDA is an add-on for C programming language by which a programmer can directly run
instructions on GPUs. CUDA can, also, help scientists and engineers to access GPU as they accessed
CPU before, by simple programming codes. Nowadays, GPUs are able to execute various science and
engineering algorithms, up to more than 100 times faster than similar-cost CPUs [5] (when the CPU
code is single-threaded) and up. Nowadays, almost every researcher has a programmable GPU inside
his computer and may not be advised about this unused power, which can be accessed by simple and
similar programming codes to what they did before. In this paper, we aim to accelerate ”the fully
explicit unconditionally stable parallel finite difference method”, using an ordinary laptop GPU (GT-
335M) released in 2007. So, the results are expected to encourage the researchers in this field to use
GPU for heavy computations, required in their studies. However, the advanced potential of GPUs
increases the number of scientists and engineers who tend to apply this as an affordable and efficient
platform, day by day.
Oh[2] has used GPU for a faster artificial neural network. It is used to implement the matrix multi-
plication of a neural network to enhance the time performance of a text detection system. The writers
of [6] have presented and analyzed different implementations of mass-spring systems for interactive
simulation of deformable surfaces on GPUs. Ho[7] presents practical and real-time rendering methods
for illumination adjustable image (IAI) based on spherical Gaussian kernel functions. Heimlich et al.[1]
evaluated the impact of using GPU in two computational expensive problems in nuclear area: a neutron
transport simulation by Monte Carlo method and Poisson heat equation resolution for a square thin
plate. Liu et al. [8] presented a parallel GPU solution for the Caputo fractional reaction-diffusion
equation in one spatial dimension with explicit finite difference approximation.
1.2 Group explicit finite difference method
Most of the transport phenomena in the scientific computation have usually transportation of special
property with the diffusion[9]. In this paper, we consider the numerical solution of diffusion type tran-
sient equation(Ut = ∇
2U). Although, practically, the transportation with diffusion may be mixed with
other transportation mechanisms, every solution which is capable of solving pure diffusion equations
may directly be used for complex transport equations, as well. Also, the diffusion step may, separately,
be solved by operator splitting method[9].
Finite difference is a popular numerical method for solution of the transport equations. In this method,
the space is discretized using structured grids and the time axis is managed using explicit or implicit
techniques[9]. Numerical models, based on explicit time discretization, have some benefits for paral-
lelization. They make the parallelization process easier. Also, taking their advantage, we can reach
higher parallelization performances in comparison with similar methods. However, due to the stability
need, they are under high restriction in time step. Using other parallelization approaches which de-
pend on implicit techniques and do not have time step restriction, we should solve a linear or nonlinear
algebraic equations system, in each step, and obviously it is not straightforward to implement them
on parallel computers, at all. Moreover, since ordinary equation systems are often solved by iterative
methods, the necessary iteration number to reach an acceptable accuracy may be large; especially for
long time increments and small sized meshes.
In the last decade, a so-called alternating explicit-implicit schemes were studied by a large number of
researchers. This scheme is based on the domain decomposition concept and is a composition of implicit
and explicit schemes[9]. There, a physical domain is divided into several sub-domains. In each step, the
problem was solved explicitly in some sub-domains and implicitly in others. Then, in the following step,
the scheme is reversed (Those which were used to be solved implicitly will be solved explicitly and vice
versa). One of the advantages of explicit-implicit schemes is parallelization. Although some members
of this family are unconditionally stable, some others suffer some limitations like time step restriction.
However, these restrictions are much lower than those of a fully explicit method. Notwithstanding good
stability and intrinsic parallel nature of alternating explicit-implicit schemes, these methods have, still,
implicit phase which forces implicit solution of problems over implicit sub-domains and this leads to
the solution of a system of linear or non-linear algebraic equations at each time level.
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Although considering the local nature of such equations, there is no problem for parallel implementa-
tion of the related system, in general, it is preferable to avoid solving algebraic equation systems.[9]
Moreover, the extension of these schemes to higher dimensions (rather than one dimension) makes some
computational complexities.
The need to parallel unconditionally stable and fully explicit methods led Tavakoli et al. [9] to develop
such scheme.
1.3 Paper achievements
In this paper, we implement Tavakoli’s [9] parallel and stable explicit finite difference method for
the solution of one-dimensional diffusion equation by a multi-thread GPU programming code. To
accomplish that, first of all, we discuss on some techniques for parallel implementation of the method
and discuss on the related issues such as detecting the optimized location for synchronizations and etc.
Then, before running the algorithm, we investigate how to set the values of the algorithm variables.
Thereafter, we provide comparisons with CPU (single and multi-thread) approaches both of which
were accomplished by an ordinary Laptop. For this purpose, the CPU multi-thread and single-thread
programming codes were also implemented, alongside, the GPU code, itself.
1.4 The paper hardware specification
The GPU used in this paper is GeForce GT-335M, the third generation of the CUDA enabled NVIDIA
GPUs. GT-335M has 9 blocks and 8 stream processors per each block (totally 72 stream processors)
and is capable of demonstrating the result of 233 GFLOPS [10]. The GT-335M frame buffer memory
interface is 128 bits wide, composed by GDDR3 memory controllers. The controllers coalesce a much
greater variety of memory access patterns, improving the efficiency as well as peak performance[1]. Also,
the memory controller is configured with 1 GB of memory. The eager reader to GPU structure and more
information about GPU components, is referred to [1] The CPU, used in this study, is Intel Core i7-
720QM, one of the Intel Core i7-700 mobile processors series and is capable of demonstrating the result
of 25-45 GFLOPS [11]. It has 4 cores and 8 threads and is composed by DDR3 memory controllers.
Note that since the audience of this study are the broad society of physics and chemistry who are not
expert in computer science and in complicated programming, we avoided using SSE (Streaming SIMD
Extensions) [12] instructions of the CPU [13] and also do not recommend using SFU (Special Function
Unit) of GPU [14], each of which can increase the performance of the code in CPU and GPU, but also
increase the coding complexity. In 2010, the price of GT-335M was about 250$ while the price of Intel
Core i7-720QM was about 380$. All of the codes have been run by both processors (written normally
in C language) and the results show GPU excellence in spite of its cheaper price in comparison with
CPU.
2 The parallel scheme for one-dimensional diffusion equation
This section addresses the solution of the following problem


∂u
∂t
= ∂
2u
∂x2
, (x, t) ∈ Ω
u(x, 0) = φ(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
u(0, t) = u(1, t) = β 0 ≤ t ≤ T
where Ω = [0, 1]× [0, t], φ(x) is initial condition and β is prescribed constant boundary condition. As we
mentioned, we are going to implement Tavakoli’s[9] method by means of GPU and CPU multi-thread
programming. So, we should, first, introduce his method.
As it can be seen in [9], the domain [0, 1] × [0, T ] is divided into M ×N finite difference scheme mesh
nodes with spatial step size h = 1
M
in x direction and the time step size τ = T
N
respectively. Grid
points (xi, tn) are given by
xi = ih, i = 0, 1, 2, ...,M, ti = nτ, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N,
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in which M and N are positive integers. un
i
is used to denote the finite difference approximations
of u (ih, nτ). Using Saul’yev’s two schemes for the second derivative
(
∂2u
∂x2
)
, Tavakoli[9] proposed two
relations for walking on the finite difference scheme mesh nodes. The first relation which is extracted
from Saul’yev scheme A[9] is
un+1
i
=
1
1 + r
[
run+1
i−1 + (1− r)u
n
i + ru
n
i+1
]
(1)
for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M − 1 where r = τ
h2
. He has noted that the Saulyev scheme A is explicit if the
calculation begins at the left boundary, and moves to the right, so that, only the single value un+1
i
is
unknown. The second equation, extracted from Saul’yev scheme B[9], is
un+1
i
=
1
1 + r
[
run+1
i+1 + (1− r)u
n
i + ru
n
i−1
]
(2)
for i = M − 1,M − 2, · · · , 2, 1. The Saulyev scheme B has a similar explicit nature if the calculation
proceeds to the left from the right hand boundary. The computational molecule of this formula is shown
in figure 1(a). Application of the Saulyev formula A and B alternatively provides better accuracy and
error distribution.
For parallel implementation of Saulyev’s scheme, Tavakoli[9] used the concept of domain decomposition
and proposed a preliminary scheme, illustrated in the figure 1(c). He, also, proposed a complementary
scheme which is development of the preliminary one, to more than two sub-domains. Description of
the complementary scheme would illustrate both the former and the latter schemes for the reader. So,
we neglect much description of the former and, only, describe the latter.
For convenience, let M to be an even multiple of k (e.g. M = 2ek, for arbitrary k); so, it decomposes
the domain Ω into, respectively, odd and even sub-domains:
[x2ik, x2ik+k−1],
[x2ik+k, x2(i+1)k−1],
i = 0, 1, · · · , e− 1.
If, as depicted in 1(d), the formula A is used for the odd sub-domains [x2ik, x2ik+k−1] and the calculation
begins at the left wall of the sub-domain and moves to the right (and, in a similar manner, the formula
B is used for the even sub-domains [x2ik+k, x2(i+1)k−1] and the calculations proceed to the left from
the sub-domain right wall), then calculating each sub-domain is independent from the other. For the
next time-step, the formula B is used for the odd sub-domains and the formula A is used for the even
sub-domains and the calculation is started from the points x2ik+k−1 and x2ik+k for odd and even sub-
domains, respectively.
Moreover, Tavakoli[9] has calculated two formulas for confluence points. At the nodes (x2ik+k−1, tn+1),
he has approximated the solution by
un+12ik+k−1 =
1
3(1 + 2r)
[
(r + r2)un2ik+k−2 + (1− r
2)un2ik+k−1 + (r − r
2)un2ik+k + r
2un2ik+k+1
]
(3)
while at nodes (x2ik+k, tn+1), he has approximated it by
un+12ik+k =
1
3(1 + 2r)
[
r2un2ik+k−2 + (r − r
2)un2ik+k−1 + (1− r
2)un2ik+k + (r + r
2)un2ik+k+1
]
(4)
which can be diagrammatically represented by the 2 computational molecules given in figure 1(b).
After updating the nodes x2ik+k−1 by Eq. (3) and the nodes x2ik+k by Eq. (4) the calculation of the
remained nodes will continue by Eq. (2) for odd subdomains and by Eq. (1) for even sub-domains.
These sequence computation is repeated for each pair of consecutive time steps. The diagram of this
method is displayed in figure 1(d). In Tavakoli’s article[9], the symbol  has been applied to denote
the scheme Eq. (1),  for the the scheme Eq. (2), 2 for the scheme Eq. (3) and # for the scheme Eq.
(4).
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(a) The computational molecule for the Saulyev formulae A and B.
(b) The computational molecule for nodes x2ik+k−1 ((a)) and
nodes x2ik+k ((b)).
(c) The diagram of the parallel implementation of asymmetric
Saulyev schemes for two sub-domains.
(d) The diagram of the parallel implementation of asymmetric Saulyev schemes.
Figure 1: A schematic view for parallel and stable group explicit finite difference method
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Figure 2: Each thread deals with a distinct SDC, determined between red lines
3 Implementation of the parallel scheme
In this section, we present a schematic view of multi-thread CPU and GPU implementation of the algo-
rithm and deal with some parallel techniques, for this aim. As we pointed, before, we chose Tavakoli’s[9]
scheme because of its 4 features: parallel platform, unconditionally stability, full explicitness and the
capacity of extension to higher order dimensions. As the writer did not find any CPU-implementation
report of the diffusion equation solution which satisfies these features, we decided to implement the
solution in both CPU and GPU platforms. In spite of several researches which compare the GPU and
single-thread CPU results, we implemented the scheme, one time as a single-thread and the second
time as a multi-thread CPU process, to provide much-real comparison results. As the multi-thread im-
plementation requires some extra techniques more than what we explained in description of the figure
1(d) (e.g. synchronization) we assigned the rest of this section to explain those techniques.
As we mentioned, we are going to present a schematic view of multi-thread CPU and GPU imple-
mentation of the algorithm. As both of the CPU and GPU multi-thread codes follow the same logic,
we present a single pseudo-code for both. The figure 3 shows the implementation pseudo code. Each
GPU or CPU thread should run a copy of the code and deal with a distinct finite difference scheme
”Sub-Domain Couple” (SDC), separately. The SDCs are illustrated, between red lines, in figure 2.
We start by introducing the variables. N is the number of vertical nodes in each column (it is sup-
posed to be an even number); DomainCount illustrates the number of the total SDCs and DomainNo
represents the number of the SDC which the thread is acting on (all of the numberings start from 0). As
it was noted, each independent thread is responsible for one SDC to compute all of its relative column
nodes. But, as it can be understood from the figure 1(d), the SDCs are not completely independent.
They use their neighbors’ information in the wall nodes. So, it is necessary to synchronize them at spe-
cial points. Accordingly, we applied the syncthreads() function to handle the needed synchronizations.
Although syncthreads() function, does not synchronize real blocks and just does synchronization for
one virtual block (VB), in the following section and after introducing the concept of VB, we will explain
how uniformly distribution of VBs among the stream processors will result in synchronized execution
of the entire blocks, in practice.
Now, that is the turn of describing the pseudocode described in the figure 3. First of all, initialization
related to initial and boundary conditions will be done. Then, each thread goes to a special "if" phrase,
depending on its number. The first thread goes to the first "if" phrase, the last one goes to the last
and the other threads go to the second "if" phrase. Each "if" phrase block is started by a "for" loop
which walks on the time dimension, two steps by two steps; so, at the beginning of each "for" loop
iteration, we would, surely, deal with an odd number row of the finite difference scheme. Also, because
of the code synchronized nature, at each iteration, we are sure that all of the threads have the same
time (t) values (are at the same row).
In the first line of "for" loops, the threads begin to compute the nodes of their SDC two right walls (2
objects as the SDCs right wall and # objects as the SDC right neighbor left wall). This work is done
by calling theWall Domain First Row() function (using (3) and (4)), except the last SDC which has,
only, one preinitialized wall. As the figure 1(a) shows, for computing the wall nodes, each SDC needs
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some of the down row nodes of its right neighbor; that is the reason of synchronizing threads before
entering the if phrases.
Now, each thread computes all of its SDC inner  and  objects, from two sides to the SDC center, by
calling the Domain Complete F irst Row() function (using (1) and (2)). It is important to note that
the computation of the leftmost SDC  (using 1) needs to the SDC left wall node (#); but, computing
this node is on the responsibility of the left neighbor thread (using the Wall Domain First Row()
function) and we are not sure if it is computed so far. So, for ensuring, it is necessary to synchronize
the threads, before calling the Domain Complete F irst Row() function.
After running this function, the threads are at their SDC inner wall. In the next step, unexcep-
tionally, all of the threads compute the upper row middle walls (# and 2 objects) by calling the
Wall Domain Second Row() function (using (3) and (4)). Reviewing the formulas (3) and (4) and
looking at the figure (1(b)) clarifies that to compute the 2 and # nodes, we need only two lower nodes of
the SDC left sub-domain and two lower nodes of its right sub-domain which are, altogether, computed
by calling the recent two discussed functions (note that the 4 needed nodes, for sure, are computed by
the current thread, because the minimum size of each SDC width is 4 nodes, as it is obvious in the
figure 2). So, before calling the Wall Domain Second Row() function, no synchronization is needed.
Now, that is the turn of computing the SDC middle  and  objects from its center to its two
sides, using (1) and (2). But, this process has 2 exceptions: the first and the last SDC. In the first
one, the left wall and in the last one the right wall must not be computed; because they are preini-
tialized. To solve this matter, the three functions "Domain Complete Second Row First Domain()",
"Domain Complete Second Row Inner Domains()" and "Domain Complete Second Row Last Domain()"
are employed for implementing this processes. However, it is not necessary to synchronize the threads,
before running this process. Although the computation of the rightmost and the leftmost nodes need
their neighbor wall below node, we are sure that they are computed before, because of the synchronized
nature of the code, occurred after the below row "wall computing".
We arrived at the end of "for" loops. It is necessary to synchronize the threads, before finishing the
iteration, because the first function of the next iteration computes the upper row right wall and needs to
this row information of the right thread neighbor. Finishing a "for" loop iteration means that two rows
of the finite difference scheme are, completely, computed. So, by finishing the "if" phrase (finishing all
of the "for" loops iterations), the two top rows of the scheme and, consequently, all of the nodes are
computed and the algorithm is finished.
4 Reports and Discussions
In this section, we report the running results of the discussed algorithm. We aim to demonstrate the
priority of GPU run-time over the CPU. But, before running the algorithm, there arises a key question;
how should we initialize the needed variables?
4.1 Initializing Variables
We should set the number of iterations (N , the number of nodes in each column), the number of nodes
located in each row (M) and the number of threads, for both of the CPU and GPU.
Also, to set the number of GPU threads, it is needed to set the number of virtual blocks (VBs) and the
number of threads per VB. VBs, as it is understood from the name, are some virtual entities managed
by GPU scheduler so that GPU deal with them as real hardware blocks. However, regarding their
virtual nature, no processor is assigned to them and each real stream processor is shared equally (and
alternatively) with all the VBs which are assigned to that processor. The CUDA programming model
enables the programmer to define an arbitrary number of VBs and each VB can contain from 1 to
a maximum of 512 threads Recall the figure 3 in which the syncthreads() function just synchronizes
the threads of one virtual block, since the number of assigned VBs (as we will assign farther (8208))
is a multiple of the number of real blocks (9) and streaming processors (8), GPU scheduler does not
cause any time shift in any of the 72 streaming processors and we, experimentally, found that the
entire 72 streaming processors work, simultaneously. Note that adopting this approach does not make
a limitation in using GPU capabilities. Because, we can add the number of threads, 72 by 72, as much
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Figure 3: The pseudo-code for multi-thread implementation of the parallel scheme
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Figure 4: The effect of VBs number on the GPU running speed
as we need and take advantage of the GPU parallelized nature.
As we mentioned, the GPU hardware, used in this work, has 9 real blocks, each of which has 8 stream
processors. We do not set the number of iterations (N) and consider it as a variable of the main report
plot. So, by fixing theM variable, we would report various results for different values of finite difference
mesh nodes (M ×N) and check the effect of the nodes numbers on the run times.
As we expressed in the last section, each thread deals with one SDC; so, setting the thread number is
equal to setting the SDC numbers. Accordingly, the M variable is the product of the thread numbers
and the SDC size (the number of SDC row nodes). We set the SDC size to an arbitrary short power
of 2, like 32. We set it to be short, so that we will be able to deal with a large number of threads
and feel the effects of parallel computing in our results, better. Also, being a power of is, only, for
simplifying computations. Regarding the GPU and CPU capability differences, we set two different
thread numbers to each one. The CPU, used in this work has 8 threads; it means that it has been
optimized to run, simultaneously, 8 threads. So, we set the CPU thread number to 8. As we explained,
setting the GPU thread number is equal to setting the VBs number and the thread per block number.
We set the thread per block variable value to 512, its maximum value, to use whole of the GPU blocks
capacity. But, before setting the VBs number, we performed an investigation on its effect on the GPU
running speed.
The figure 4 shows the number of calculated finite difference scheme mesh nodes per second (GPU
calculation speed) for different VB numbers. We have run the algorithms for several VB number values
and constant nodes numbers (since, VB increment results in M increment and nodes number (M ×N)
is supposed to be constant, the N number decreases while VB increases. According to the number
of GPU device hardware blocks (9), as the VBs number varies from 1 to 18, we ran the algorithm
for each VB number, one by one, to see its effect on the computation speed, more exactly, around 9.
After that we ran the algorithm for multiples of 4, from 20 to 80. As it was expected, the plot has
an increasing manner by increasing the VBs number from 1 to 9, because we are using more GPU
hardware blocks. The interesting event is the plot downfall at the point 9 of the horizontal axis. It was,
completely, expected; because the pigeonhole principle beside the GPU scheduler says that, in point
10, 1 VB would not be assigned to any hardware block and scheduling algorithm wastages would result
in performance decrease. The plot downfall repeats, again, at the point 18, for the same reason.
In general, we can say that increasing the VBs number results in computation speed increment, since,
the delivered duties would be broken down into smaller and shorter works; so, each work needs have
little time and, finally, the short time losses in the GPU running process would be revived. Moreover,
about the oscillations it should be said that they are because of the effect of the hardware block
numbers on the scheduling management of VBs increment. Of course, the oscillations decrease by the
VBs number increment; because shrinking the delivered works and reviving the short time GPU losses
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Figure 5: The algorithm running time for different threads number
negate the effect of hardware block numbers, gradually. Since, we are interested in viewing the results
for large N values, it is preferable not to choose large M values; therefore, we intend to set an almost
small VB number which results in an almost high performance. The figure 4 suggests the VB number
to be 16.
Therefore, the value ofM will be multiplication of number of VBs in threads-per-block, that is 16×512 =
8192. However, in practice, we change it a little (8192 + 16 = 8208) to become divisible into the 72
stream processors. Recall that by distributing the treads, equally, among the 72 stream processors, we
made our selves free of synchronizing them. As we tested that in this case, in practice (as we tested),
the computations in all of the 72 stream processors are done simultaneously.
Now, all of the variables are set and the only remained point is setting a range for N . The experiments
showed that our used laptop GPU threads have the ability of computing about 40000 nodes (M ×N).
If the nodes number increases from the border, the thread lifetime would finish and the GPU error
occurs. As it is obvious, thread nodes number is the product of its SDC size in the number of iterations
(N). Remember that we have set the SDC size to 32; so the maximum number of iterations which can
be set, practically, would be about 1200. We do not have any limitation for the minimum value and
chose 20 for the minimum and ran the algorithm for the set variables and this range. The results are
depicted in the figure 5 which show the priority of the GPU run time over the CPU. It is illustrated that
increment in N value does not decrease the GPU superiority. The GPU times have almost a double
excellence over the CPU multi-thread results and a five times excellence over the CPU single thread
results.
4.2 Scalability
We showed how the cores number and compute capability of the physical processors of a CPU or GPU.
The proposed algorithm does not have any limitation, related to any special type of GPUs and by
increasing the number of cores, the volume of parallel processes will increase which results in more and
more speedup and it is completely independent from other restrictions of a processor, like the copy
speed from memory.
But letting the GPU to be fixed we cannot scale up the domain of probelm, which is a bottleneck. The
entire number of nodes are limited. Therefore if we would like to keep the meshing resolution (needed
for results accuracy), we cannot extend the domain in both horizontal and vertical axes; because it
results in increment of the number of total nodes whereas our experiments show that GPU cannot
suffer this increment.
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5 Conclusion
In this work, GPU-based accelerating approaches have been applied to stable group explicit finite
difference method for solution of one-dimensional diffusion equation. The method is introduced by
[9] and has 4 chief features: parallelism platform, unconditional stability, full explicitness (no need
to solution of nonlinear algebraic system), capacity of extension to higher dimensions (rather than
one). By using the acceleration, proposed in this work, it would have a fifth feature that is ”high
speed implementation”. To accomplish the main objective (to evaluate the impact of using GPU in
this method), first of all, we discussed on some parallel implementation techniques of the method, like
finding the optimized location for synchronizations. Then, before running the algorithm, we investigated
the method of setting the values of the algorithm variables. Especially, the GPU virtual blocks (VBs)
number was set after experimenting the effect of different VB numbers on the GPU speed and, also,
by an analytical discussion on the experiment results. After the value determination of the variables,
comparisons between the GPU and the CPU (single and multi-thread) approaches were provided by
an ordinary Laptop computer. For this purpose the CPU multi-thread and single-thread programming
codes was implemented, in addition to the GPU code. The following remarks should be noted as the
results: Using the ordinary laptop computer processors and showing the priority of the GPU results
to the CPU results would encourage whole of the researchers and practitioners’ society (not especially
those who access the HPC labs) to apply GPU on their scientific computing problems. The GPU
results exhibited a speedup about 5 times when compared to a single-thread CPU results and 2 times,
when compared to a multi-thread CPU results. In both of the experiments we utilized the entire
facilities by which we could keep on writing the simple codes which are familiar with non-computer-
expert researchers of this field. The price of a GT-335M GPU, used in this work (about U$250) is very
cheaper than adding cores in the computer architecture. The technique has high scalability capacity
and there is no limitation for using GPUs with more numerous cores. But, the bottleneck is each GPU
has a limitation in total number of nodes which means that we can not increase the problem domain
and the grid resolution together, after reaching the maximum number of nodes. Finally, it can be stated
that this research, like the similar previous studies, demonstrates how easy, cheap and efficient the use
of GPU is for solving the scientific computing problems.
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